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1. INTRODUCTION
Humanity economy is economy term inrefer to
human rights. Humanity itself is defined as a human
rights definition as is shown in wiki as the basic right
and freedoms to which all humans are entitled.
Economy is a system of making and trading things of
value. So humanity economy is define as making things
of value in basic right and freedom to which all humans
are entitled in human time expense to making things in
value. In real life humanity economy is income in
human time expense to get income. In math those theory
can be written
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HE = Inc /time exp... (1)
Where HE is humanity economy,Inc is income and time
exp is human time expense to get income.
2. PROBLEM
What does the theory for? Is it useful enough to
understand ratio in income to humanity of time expense
as human right in expense time. We choose traditional
culinary as sample to applied the theory of humanity
economy. Why do we choose a traditional culinary?
Traditional culinary is usually run by single economic
agent as owner, worker, and seller. Traditional culinary
is prepared deserve, sell and include dishes after
process. The wish of this research goal is matching
humanity economy theory with ordinary life.
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3. METHOD
Data collection is in literacy,interview,photographic
document and video document. The question is simple
as follow the objective of this research,
1. How much income in a day?
2. How much time expense to prepare process until
the end of process?
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The sample should be the owner of traditional
culinaryitself. Use (1) equation to calculate data
collected. Use simple statistically to get average of
human economy in traditional culinary final analysis.
4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Average humanity income
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Income
Spot

Blauran

Manuka
n

Kepanje
n

No

(Rupiahs)

1

200.000

2

250.000

3

200.000

1

100.000

2

200.000

3

800.000

1

150.000

2

750.000

3

500.000

Time Expense
Prepare

Deserve

05:0008:00
05:0006:00
05:0008:30
06:0007:00
13:0015:00
06:0008:00
09:0012:00
08:0012:00
08:0013:00

10:0022:00
10:0021:00
10:0021:30
10:0019:00
16:3000:30
09.0020:30
12:3018:00
16:0023:00
14:0023:00

HE
Total

(Hr)
15
12
14
11
11
13,5
8,5
12
14

Rupiahs
per hour

21.000

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humanity

14.000
9.000

LINK PRESENTATION
18.000
59.000
18.000
63.000
36.000

Average culinary people is 28.000 Rupiahs
Comparator result of these research is H.E. other single
profesion and it is pick up income data from online single
motor bike transport. Reason of pick up this data because the
human economic characteristic is similar exept biker is free
lence of company partner.

For two days biker H.E. for a days on,
1.)27 February
Income 142.000 Rupiahs
Time from 10:00-18:00 = 8 hours
H.E. :18.000 Rupiahs
2.)28 February
Income 163.000 Rupiahs
Time from 07:00-18:00 =11 hours
H.E. :15.000 Rupiahs
Average online bikers is 16.500 rupiahs
For make batik,
1.)Income 25 million
Time 3 months/480 hours
H.E. 52.000 rupiahs

CONCLUSION

Traditional culinary market can be analyzed with humanity
economy concept.Humanity economy this (1) equation can
answer the humanity economy culinary market in Surabaya in
average and the number is... 28.000 Rupiahs.
Culinary people more worth than online biker.
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13.000

Table 1. H.E. for people who running culinary on various location in
Surabaya.
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